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Static structure and colloidal interactions in partially quenched quasibidimensional colloidal
mixtures

G. Cruz de Leo´n and J. L. Arauz-Lara
Instituto de Fı´sica ‘‘Manuel Sandoval Vallarta,’’ Universidad Auto´noma de San Luis Potosı´, Alvaro Obrego´n 64,

78000 San Luis Potosı´, SLP, Mexico
~Received 10 September 1998!

Partially quenched quasibidimensional colloidal suspensions are obtained by confining a bidisperse aqueous
suspension of polystyrene spheres between two glass plates. The larger particles are fixed between the plates,
forming a disordered bidimensional matrix of obstacles, with respect to which the colloidal suspension of the
smaller species of particles equilibrates. Digital video microscopy is used to measure the static structure of both
the colloidal suspension and the matrix for various fixed particles concentrations. The effective pair potentials
between the mobile particlesu11(r ) and between mobile and fixed particlesu12(r ) are obtained by deconvo-
luting the structural information of the system via the Ornstein-Zernike equation. The measured pair potential
u11(r ) exhibits two attractive components. One of them, at intermediate distances, is present at all fixed
particle concentrations, while the second one, of longer range, develops as the number of obstacles increases.
The pair potentialu12(r ) also has an attractive component at intermediate distances.@S1063-651X~99!10503-8#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 05.40.2a, 47.55.Mh
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many natural and industrial processes one is conce
with the description of fluid systems permeating a poro
matrix. Most of the interest in such systems is due to th
technological relevance which spans a wide range of ap
cations@1,2#. A microscopic understanding of the physic
properties of the permeating fluid, such as its structure,
namics, thermodynamics, etc., requires the accurate dete
nation of the interactions between the fluid particles and
tween them and the matrix, as well as detailed informat
on the matrix structure, morphology, porosity, etc. Howev
in most cases such complete information of the system is
available, mainly due to the complexity of naturally occu
ring porous materials. On the other hand, suitable theore
models of porous media have been introduced in the lite
ture, which allow to test theoretical tools for the descripti
of the matrix and the properties of absorbed fluids. Of p
ticular interest, it is the model of a partially quenched flu
mixture. This model consists of a binary mixture, where
particles of one species are frozen in a given configura
while the other species equilibrates in the static field of
frozen matrix and represent the fluid phase. To study th
type of systems with quenched disorder, extensions of
liquid theory methods have been developed to characte
the static structure of both the liquid phase and the struc
of the solid matrix in terms of quantities such as the tw
body correlation functions, where the interaction potenti
between the mobile particles and between mobile and fi
particles are given, as well as the fixed particle configurat
@3–5#. Computer simulation methods have also been imp
mented to consider both the static structure and dynamic
the mobile species@6,7#.

Here, we study a colloidal system that is a qua
bidimensional experimental realization of the model d
cussed above. The system consists of a binary mixture
polystyrene spheres of diameterss1 ands2 , with s2.s1 ,
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~4!/4203~6!/$15.00
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suspended in water. The suspension is confined between
glass plates, in such a way that the separation between
inner surfaces of the plates coincides withs2 . Thus, the
dynamics of the species 2 is quenched, i.e., the particle
species 2 are frozen in a disordered configuration forming
this way a two-dimensional~2D! ~porous! matrix of fixed
particles. The particles of species 1 form then an effect
2D colloidal fluid which equilibrates in the field of the fixe
particles of species 2. The particles of the species 1 are fl
rescent polystyrene spheres of diameter 0.5mm, and the
particles of species 2 are nonfluorescent polystyrene sph
of diameter 2.05mm. The differences in size and in color o
both species, allow us to clearly identify the particles of t
different species and to determine accurately their positi
using digital video microscopy~DVM !. In Sec. II we de-
scribe in more detail the sample preparation and data an
sis.

The structure of the colloidal fluid, characterized by t
radial distribution functiong11(r ) of the diffusing particles,
is measured for different concentrations of fixed partic
keeping fixed the mobile particle’s concentration. In this w
we measure the structural changes of the colloidal susp
sion as the porosity of the matrix is reduced. This syst
allow us also to measure other quantities of interest wh
complement the structural information of the syste
namely, the fluid-solid correlation functiong12(r ), and the
structure of the matrix given by the correlation function b
tween fixed particlesg22(r ). Contrary to the theoretical mod
els where one assumes the interparticle potentials, in
systems the effective pair interaction potentials have to
determined experimentally. For the case of homogene
three-dimensional~3D! aqueous suspensions of polystyre
spheres, the assumption of a repulsive screened Coul
effective pair potential, as the one derived by Derjagu
Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek~DLVO! @8#, provides a
functional form for the interparticle potential in terms o
which the experimental observations have been reason
4203 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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well described@9,10#. However, for the same kind of system
but now confined between two parallel glass plates, dir
and indirect determinations of the effective interparticle p
tential show an attractive component, rather than repuls
at intermediate distances@11–13#. For the systems consid
ered here, such attractive interaction becomes of larger ra
as the concentration of fixed particles increase. This ob
vation, reported in a previous paper@14#, is presented here in
more detail, together with the interaction potential betwe
mobile and fixed particles. Those effective pair potentials
determined by deconvoluting the information contained
the measured structural properties of the system, by using
multicomponent Ornstein-Zernike~OZ! integral equation
and a closure relation. In Sec. III, we present the measu
structural properties of the system and the effective pair
tentials. A discussion of our results and the conclusions
given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. System preparation

Colloidal suspensions of fluorescent polystyrene sphe
of diameters150.560.015 mm and nonfluorescent poly
styrene spheres of diameters252.0560.05 mm ~Duke Sci-
entific! are diluted in ultrapure water and dialyzed to redu
the ionic concentration and the excess of surfactants from
original batches. The systems studied are prepared as
lows: in a clean atmosphere of nitrogen gas, both susp
sions are mixed together at different proportions to prod
binary colloidal mixtures with different concentrations
large particles, but with constant concentration of particles
species 1. A tiny volume of the mixture~'0.5 ml!, is con-
fined between two carefully cleaned glass plates~a slide and
a cover slip! which are uniformly pressed one against t
other until the motion of the large particles is total
quenched. This occurs when the separation between
plates coincides withs2 . Thus, the large particles are froze
in a disordered configuration forming a matrix of fixed o
stacles, or porous matrix, while the smaller species form
suspension of mobile particles that permeates this ma
The system is sealed with epoxy resin~Epo-Tek 302! to
avoid any further contamination, especially from airbor
CO2. By carefully controlling the volume of suspensio
used in each sample, we avoid the contact with the ep
resin and this prevents any contamination from the solve
The sample is allowed to equilibrate for 1 or 2 days a
constant temperature of 25 °C~in contact with a circulating
bath!. The systems prepared with this procedure rem
stable for several weeks or even several months. Figu
shows a schematic representation of a sample as it is
from a side view.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the side view of a sam
The dark circles represent the fixed particles of species 2, while
open smaller circles the mobile particles of species 1.
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B. Digital video microscopy

The basic components of digital video microscopy are,
it is setup in our laboratory, a fluorescence microscope~Zeiss
Axioskop!, a CCD video camera with a shutter exposu
time of 1/250 sec, a video tape recorder~Hi8 Sony EV-
100!, and a frame grabber with a resolution of 64
3480 pixel2 ~Data Translation!. We observe the sample
using a 1003 oil immersion objective~numerical aperture of
1.3!, and a 403 objective~numerical aperture of 0.75!, as we
explain below. For illustration, in Figs. 2 and 3 we sho
typical images of one of the samples studied here as it s
using the 1003 and the 403 objectives, respectively. The
picture in Fig. 2 was taken using transmitted and fluor
cence illumination. This increase the optical contrast
tween the particles, and allows to distinguish one spec
from the other. The small and bright particles are the flu
rescent particles of species 1, and the larger and sha
particles are the fixed particles. Figure 3 shows the sa
sample, at lower magnification, using only transmitted lig
Here, only the fixed particles are clearly imaged, showin
typical configuration of the porous matrix at a larger scal

C. Data analysis

The pair correlation functionsgi j (r ) are determined from
the positions of the particles@12,15#, which are obtained

e.
he

FIG. 2. Image of a sample taken using fluorescent and trans
ted light illumination, and a 1003 objective. Here both the mobile
~bright! and fixed~shadow! particles are clearly imaged. The sca
of the picture is 60mm along thex direction.

FIG. 3. Image of the sample in Fig. 2 at lower magnificatio
taken using a 403 objective and transmitted light. Here only th
larger particles are clearly imaged. The scale of the picture
122 mm along thex direction.
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PRE 59 4205STATIC STRUCTURE AND COLLOIDAL INTERACTIONS . . .
from the digitized images by using the method deviced
Crocker and Grier@16#. This method allows to locate th
spheres’ centroids with a precision of 1/5 pixel. With o
setup we measure 1mm516.7 and 8.2 pixels, with the
1003 and 403 objectives, respectively. For the determin
tion of g11(r ) and g12(r ), we observe the sample with th
1003 objective and digitized 3600 different mobile particl
configurations at various sites of the sample, i.e., at vari
fixed particles configurations, as the one shown in Fig. 2
practice, to avoid confusions, we identify the particles
both species at the same location separately. For this, we
the difference in size of both species, and the fact that
mobile particles are fluorescent and the fixed particles
nonfluorescent, in the following way. We first observe t
sample using fluorescence illumination to see only the p
ticles of species 1. Then, we observe the sample with tra
mitted light and we focus at the top of the larger particles
that only these particles are clearly imaged. In this way
clearly identify both species independently. To determ
g22(r ), i.e., the structure of the matrix of fixed particles, w
digitized images at several (;2000) different locations of
the sample, using transmitted light and the 403 objective
~see Fig. 3!. The lower magnification allow us to determin
the structure of the matrix with data obtained at a lar
spatial scale. To end this section, let us mention that
important parameter in the characterization of porous me
is the effective space available to the fluid phase. In
systems we can determine this parameter in a very sim
way. Figure 4 shows a superposition of 1000 images of
mobile particles at one location of the sample using o
fluorescence illumination. Here one can see the effec
space available to the mobile particles, the white area
well as the unreachable dark area, which in the case sh
here it corresponds mainly to the area determined by
presence of the fixed particles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Static structure

The physical quantities describing how the mobile p
ticles locally structure around a mobile particle and aroun
fixed particle are the pair correlation functionsg11(r ) and
g12(r ), respectively. For the kind of systems studied he

FIG. 4. A superposition of 1000 images of different mob
particles configurations, taken at the same matrix location.
bright and dark areas represent the accessible and unreac
space to the mobile colloidal particles, respectively.
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where one species is fixed in a disordered configurat
those pair correlation functions are expected to depend
some extent on the local configuration of fixed partic
where they are measured. Thus, the measurement ofg11(r )
andg12(r ) at different sites on each sample should prov
information of such dependence, as well as on the comm
features. To illustrate this, in Figs. 5 and 6 we showg11(r )
and g12(r ), respectively, measured at 4 different sites on
sample with mobile and fixed particles reduced concentra
n1* 50.02 andn2* 50.25. Hereni* [nis i

2 , whereni5Ni /A is
the average concentration of particles of speciesi, with Ni
being the average number of particles of speciesi in a frame
of areaA. Different symbols represent the correlation fun
tions at different sites on the sample, determined from 36
different configurations of the mobile particles at each s
As shown in these figures, at short distances the structur
the mobile particles exhibits a qualitative behavior nea
independent of the local fixed particles configuration, wh
at larger distances the local effect of the matrix become m
apparent. An average ofg11(r ), and g12(r ), measured at
different sites, would average out local effects leaving o
the common behavior, which represents then the gen

e
bleFIG. 5. Radial distribution function of the mobile particles me
sured at 4 different configurations of fixed particles. In this sam
n1* 50.02 andn2* 50.25. Different symbols represent measureme
at different sites.

FIG. 6. Cross-correlation function measured at the same site
g11(r ) in Fig. 5.
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physical characteristics of the system. In the following,
will show the average of 4 measurements of those functio

Figure 7 showsg11(r ) for various concentrations of fixe
particles. In order to minimize the effect of the interactio
between the mobile particles on the pair correlation functi
gi j (r ), we kept the average particle concentration of spec
1, n1 , very low. In all our samples the reduced concentrat
n1* was'0.02. Thus, in Fig. 7 one can see the effect of
porous matrix on the structure of the colloidal fluid. In th
limit of very low concentrations of fixed particles (n2* '0),
the system corresponds to a monodisperse qu
bidimensional suspension. Here the few large partic
present in the system serve only as spacers and allow u
control accurately the distance between the plates. Since
colloidal suspension is rather dilute, the measuredg11(r ) ex-
hibits only a low first peak~solid line!, at around r
51.5s1 , followed by minor oscillations that fade awa
rather quickly. At finite values ofn2* , g11(r ) reveals an in-
crease in the structure of the colloidal fluid. As one can
here, the height of the first peak ofg11(r ) increases quite
appreciably asn2* increases and, interestingly, its position
almost independent ofn2* . One can also notice in Fig. 7 tha
the first peak ofg11(r ) decays more slowly for larger value
of n2* and that there is an abrupt change in the slope t
also interestingly, happens at the same place~around r
52.2s) in all the samples. This behavior ofg11(r ) is differ-
ent from what it is observed in homogeneous suspensi
i.e., when instead of increasing the number of frozen p
ticles, one variesn1* keepingn2* '0. In this case, the system
is an effective 2D system that can be considered homo
neous along the plane parallel to the plates@12,17#. There, as
the particle concentration increases, the radial distribu
function develops a higher first maximum, followed by
minimum, a lower secondary maximum, and so on. The
sitions of the maxima and minima depend on concentra
and there are not abrupt changes in the slope of the ra
distribution function@12#. Thus, the presence of fixed ob
stacles, or porous matrix, enhances the correlation betw
the mobile particles, but there is not any development
secondary maxima or minima, as it is the case for homo
neous systems. Here the correlations become stronger a
longer range, butg11(r ) has basically only one peak tha

FIG. 7. Matrix-averaged radial distribution function of the m
bile particles at various concentrations of the fixed particles.
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decays slower for larger values ofn2* and exhibits a marked
change in the slope.

The cross-correlation functions between fixed and mob
particles,g12(r ), are shown in Fig. 8~a!. An interesting fea-
ture to be noticed here is the existence of a low first ma
mum of g12(r ) with height and position varying very little
with n2* . Another effect of increasing the number of fixe
particles, is the development of long range correlations
tween the particles of species 1 and 2, exhibited in the p
ence of more evident oscillations ofg12(r ) at longer dis-
tances asn2* increases. For the particles of species 2, we
also determine the corresponding radial distribution functi
g22(r ), as a practical way to characterize the structure of
porous matrix. Thus, in Fig. 8~b! we showg22(r ) for the
same systems. These curves were determined from (1
3103 different configurations of the fixed particles, i.e., fro
images taken at different sites on the sample, using the
3 objective, as the one shown in Fig. 3. In all of the
samples,g22(r ) has a very high first maximum close to co
tact. For the larger values ofn2* , one can observe the deve
opment of a minimum and a secondary maximum. T
shape ofg22(r ) resembles a system of hard disks, although
our systems the first peak is much higher than that co
sponding to a hard disk system at the same particle con
tration. Since the particle concentration of the colloidal flu
is kept low, their influence on the structure of the fixed p
ticles is expected to be negligible.

B. Colloidal interactions

The interparticle interactions are the fundamental qua
ties determining colloidal properties such as stability, str

FIG. 8. Matrix-averaged cross correlation function~a! and fixed
particles’ radial distribution function~b! for the systems in Fig. 7.
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PRE 59 4207STATIC STRUCTURE AND COLLOIDAL INTERACTIONS . . .
ture, dynamics, thermodynamics, and so on. As mentio
before, experimental data@11–14# and recent theoretical ca
culations@19# support the notion of a dramatic change in t
pair potential between charged particles under some co
tions of confinement, as compared with the interaction of
same particles in the bulk. In this section, we describe
some detail the method employed to determine the effec
interaction potential between mobile particles and betw
them and the fixed particles, i.e., the matrix. These poten
can be extracted from the detailed structural information
the system contained ingi j (r ), by deconvoluting this infor-
mation via the 2D Ornstein-Zernike integral equation. F
multicomponent systems, the O-Z equation is a set
coupled integral equations for the total correlation functio
hi j (r )5gi j (r )21 (i , j 51,2, . . . ,m) wherem is the number
of species in the system. The set of equations in 2D rea

hi j ~r !5ci j ~r !1 (
k51

m

nkE d2r 8cik~r 8!hk j~ ur2r 8u!,

~3.1!

whereci j (r ) are the direct correlation functions between p
ticles of speciesi and j , nk is the 2D particle concentratio
of speciesk. For symmetry, we assumehji (r )5hi j (r ) and
cji (r )5ci j (r ). Usually the O-Z equation is employed to ca
culategi j (r ) assuming known the pair potentialsui j (r ) be-
tween the different species. In these equations both se
functions hi j (r ) and ci j (r ) are unknown functions. There
fore, an additional set of relations are required to be able
solve Eq.~3.1! to obtain the system’s structural informatio
i.e., gi j (r ). Closure relations to Eq.~3.1! have been intro-
duced in the literature, consisting of approximate relatio
involving the direct correlation functionsci j (r ), the interpar-
ticle pair potentialsui j (r ), and the total correlation function
hi j (r ).

The closure relations more frequently used are the
called mean spherical approximation~MSA!, the Percus-
Yevick approximation~PY!, and the hypernetted chain ap
proximation~HNC!. These approximations read@15,18#

FIG. 9. Effective pair potential between mobile particles in m
trices of different porosity.
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ci j ~r !52bui j ~r !, r .s i j [
s i1s j

2
, MSA, ~3.2!

wheres i is the diameter of particles of speciesi

ci j ~r !5e2bui j ~r !@g i j ~r !11#2g i j ~r !21, PY, ~3.3!

ci j ~r !5e2bui j ~r !eg i j ~r !2g i j ~r !21, HNC, ~3.4!

whereg i j (r )5hi j (r )2ci j (r ). These closure relations mus
be consistent with the hard-core condition,

hi j ~r !521, r ,s i j . ~3.5!

Thus, if the pair potentials are known, one can use
O-Z equation and one of these closure relations to obtain
pair correlation functionsgi j (r ). Here we follow the inverse
process. We Fourier transform the O-Z equation to obtai
set of 4 coupled linear equations involvingci j (k) andhi j (k),
the Fourier transforms ofci j (r ) and hi j (r ), respectively.
Since we measuredhi j (r ), we solve the set of equations fo
ci j (k), which are then transformed back to the real space
get the measured direct correlation functionsci j (r ). The pair
potentialsu11(r ) and u12(r ) are obtained fromc11(r ) and
c12(r ), respectively, using the closure relations above. H
we report the results from the HNC approximation, but t
other closure relations lead to qualitatively similar resu
The pair potentials determined by this deconvoluting meth
are presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

Figure 9 shows the results foru11(r ). The curve in Fig.
9~a! corresponds to the sample wheren2* '0. Hereu11(r )
shows a well defined attractive component at around 1.5s1 .
At finite values ofn2* , u11(r ) exhibits also this attractive
component atr'1.5s1 . As one can see, its position remain
basically independent ofn2* and it becomes only slightly
deeper asn2* increases. At large concentrations of fixed pa
ticles there is an additional feature of the pair potent
namely, the attractiveness of the mobile particles become
larger range. One can observe in Fig. 9~c! the development
of a second attractive component ofu11(r ) at larger dis-
tances. This second component widens out towards sm
distances and merges with the first attractive well@see Fig.
9~d!#. Thus, one could say that the effective pair poten
between the particles of the colloidal liquid exhibits two we

- FIG. 10. Effective pair potential between mobile and fixed p
ticles for the samples in Fig. 9.
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4208 PRE 59G. CRUZ de LEÓN AND J. L. ARAUZ-LARA
defined attractive components under the particular confi
ment studied here. The first attractive component, the m
mum atr'1.5s1 , can be attributed to the effect of the co
fining by the glass plates. As shown in Fig. 9 this compon
changes very little asn2* is varied. The second attractiv
component arises as an extra effect of the fixed partic
which then not only serve as obstacle particles reducing
molding the space available to the colloidal liquid, but th
interaction with the mobile particles introduces a stro
modification of the effective pair potentialu11(r ). The other
important interaction involved here is the effective intera
tion potential between the matrix and the mobile colloid
particles, i.e.,u12(r ). The results for this quantity are show
in Fig. 10. As it turns out, this interaction also happens to
attractive at intermediate distances, which also become
longer range as the porosity of the matrix decreases . Sinc
our systems both species of particles, fixed and mobile,
charged polystyrene spheres, the attractive interaction
tween them is consistent with the results foru11(r ).

In this work we present measurements of the structure
a suspension of charged colloidal particles permeatin
model porous medium. Our model system allows us a
tailed characterization of both the structure of the colloi
fluid and the matrix. By varying the concentration of th
obstacle particles, i.e., the porosity of the matrix, we de
mine the matrix effect on the structure of the colloidal su
pension. According to the results presented here, the st
change ofg11(r ) observed as a function ofn2* is a combina-
tion of two effects arising from the presence of the obsta
particles. On one hand, the large particles cage the mo
particles within the pores so that they remain close toge
for longer times than in the homogeneous case (n2* '0). On
the other hand, particles of the matrix also induce change
the effective interaction between the mobile particles. T
interaction is experimentally determined by deconvoluting
the structural function of the system, via the multicompon
O-Z equation. This procedure provides an indirect deter
-
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nation of the effective direct interactions between mob
particles and between them and the particles of the ma
Although both species are electrically charged with the sa
sign, we found that under confinement the effective inter
tions are attractive at intermediate and long distances. Th
results confirm and advance the notion that the confinem
of like charged particles within a charged pore~planar, cy-
lindrical, or other geometries! can induce attractive interac
tions between the particles. This attractiveness might be
at least partially, to a nonspherical redistribution of the ion
double layer around the particles caused by the presenc
the charged confining walls, as recent calculations show
the case for a pair of charged particles in a charged cylin
cal pore@19#. In the systems studied here, besides the i
dissociated from the surface of the polystyrene spheres, t
is a probably large contribution to the ionic strength, a
therefore to the screening of the electrostatic interactio
from the ions released from the glass walls@20#. Although
both ionic contributions are unknown, one could make
rough estimation of the combined effect by comparing Fi
2 and 4. As it is seen in these figures, the physical size~Fig.
2! and the effective size as seen by the mobile particles~Fig.
4!, of the fixed particles are not much different. Thus, t
total ionic concentration must be high enough to provide
Debye screening length smaller than the size of the mo
particles, i.e., smaller that 0.5mm. Our results also show
that the effective potential depends strongly on the confin
geometry, at least for the particular system where char
polystyrene spheres are used for both the mobile and
fixed particles. We expect, however, that this simple mo
system captures the general trends of the physical quan
studied here.
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